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Biden’s Immigration Policy: YOU Must Be Tested and
Masked While Illegals Spread COVID
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If you want to enter the United States via
airplane, you first must have a negative
COVID-19 test. And even with that, you still
must wear a mask while flying and in
airports. Why? Don’t ask why.

But it’s different if you illegally enter our
nation: Then you can be released into
American neighborhoods without a
coronavirus test — even if you hail from a
country in which SARS-CoV-2 is rampant.
Why? Refer to the fourth sentence, above.

It turns out that this absolutely is Joe Biden
administration policy; in fact, the Bidenites
are also now considering making a negative
China virus test a requirement for domestic
flights.

Fox News host Tucker Carlson reported on this Monday evening, asking: Are the authorities really
concerned about the China virus? “Those pictures of California Governor Gavin Newsom eating a
maskless dinner in a crowded room at the most expensive restaurant in America were one indication
that maybe they’re not entirely sincere about their COVID policies,” the host stated.

“Maybe it’s kind of a sham,” he continued. “Maybe there’s one standard for you, a member of the
despised and much-bullied plebe class, and another, very different, standard for politically favored
groups who can do whatever they want.”

And here’s something else they want to do: “‘Tucker Carlson Tonight’ has learned that the Biden
administration is releasing thousands of foreign nationals living here illegally into American
neighborhoods without bothering to test them for the coronavirus,” Carlson reported moments later.

“People from countries with high infection rates, living in crowded conditions, have been sent forth into
the American population like COVID isn’t real. That’s happening. It is the official policy of the U.S.
government.”

Yet there’s more. The Biden administration will also cease “deporting illegal aliens who have been
convicted of drug offenses, assault, DUI, money laundering, property crimes, fraud, tax evasion, or who
have gang tattoos,” Carlson later related. “Going forward, any illegal alien charged with a crime, but
not yet convicted, would also be safe from deportation” (video below).

Not being safe from migrant-borne disease is nothing new, however. Remember Enterovirus D68 (EV-
D68)? Don’t worry, Joe Biden certainly doesn’t. But his ex(and current?)-boss Barack Obama was likely
responsible for spreading it in America in 2014 when tens of thousands of mostly Central American
“children” were streaming across our border.

Instead of detaining the youths for the purpose of identifying illness, Obama’s government quickly
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distributed them throughout the country. EV-D68 causes severe respiratory illness, mind you, and sent
a multitude of children to the hospital in 2014, with some requiring treatment in intensive-care units. 

This said, we can’t be sure about EV-D68’s origin as nobody bothered to find out. This isn’t surprising,
either, since Obama’s government had in 2014 actually threatened to arrest healthcare workers who
revealed the truth about diseases at illegal-alien detention centers.

Whatever EV-D68’s source, it wouldn’t be alone as an illegal-borne pathogen diversifying our disease
spectrum. As I reported on September 10, 2014:

Experts say that Chagas Disease, leprosy, malaria, and other illnesses historically rare in the
US are becoming more prevalent because of Third World immigration.… [Professor of
medicine at New York University’s Langone Medical Center Dr. Marc Siegel] warns that
“drug-resistant tuberculosis also appears to have spread, with several counties in southern
Texas reporting twice the usual average number of cases.” He continues, “Dengue fever, a
potentially deadly mosquito-borne disease … has been detected this year in southern Texas
for the first time since 2005. Illegal immigrants, possibly from Mexico, are a likely source. If
infected mosquitoes begin to breed here, we could see more outbreaks.”

Even more distressingly, CNN is reporting today that there may be a lot more victims of the
dreaded Ebola virus “being evacuated to the United States than we are being told about.” 

And now the Biden administration aims to make sure illegals will spread the diseases Americans won’t
spread.

As to the reason, Tucker Carlson suggested that the “point is to punish you.” He continued:

When we release people who break our laws without even bothering to test them for the
virus, the same virus we’ve used as a pretext for wrecking your life, what we’re really saying
in the clearest possible terms is, “we don’t like you.”

This isn’t a policy, [sic] it’s an act of aggression. It’s designed to humiliate you and
demoralize you. Reckless and destructive immigration policy is the penalty you are paying
for your White supremacy. It’s almost too dark to believe that’s their motive, but it is. And
over at MSNBC, they’re saying it out loud [clip in the embedded video]. 

Perhaps, but note why the largely Democrat immigrationist establishment doesn’t like you. Power-
mongers are friendly toward those who enhance their power and despise those who threaten it.
European-descent Americans vote Republican by comfortable margins. In contrast, 85 to 90 percent of
our legal immigrants — and probably at least that percentage of illegals — hail from the Third Word,
and 70 to 90 percent of that group votes Democrat upon naturalization.

Thus would continued (im)migration guarantee, over the long term, complete statist power. It’s a
tempting prize and, besides, there’s a congruence here: Wealth is redistributed one way, while disease
is redistributed the other.
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